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PARALLEL APPROACH SURVEILLANCE

1.

INTRODUCTION

The use of closely-spaced

parallel runways for independent IFR operations

can significantly increase airport capacity while utilizing the least possible
amount of real estate.

In the 1969 report [1], the Air Traffic Control

Advisory Committee (ATCAC) recommended a centerline spacing of 2500 ft for
independent parallel runways used in conjunction with a microwave instrument
landing system (MILS).

Based on this recommendation

it is evident that a

highly accurate and reliable monitoring and control system wil 1 be required
to support safe operations on such closely-spaced approach zones.
In support of the approach control system, measurements of the state of
the aircraft must be made available on the ground.

Proposed candidates for

the position measurement function are:
I

1
i

“

(1)

Downl inked MILS data.

(2)

DABS sensor data.

(3)

An independent and highly accurate surveil lance system
which is specifically designed for approach monitoring.

!

The downl inking of MILS data can be performed by a separate VHF data 1ink or,
more likely, the DABS data link.

The object of this study is to provide a parametric evaluation of the
general surveil lance requirements from which the most cost-effective
configuration can be chosen.

The surveil lance and communication

interest are sensor accuracy, update rate, and data-1 ink delay.

system

parameters of
We shall place

particular emphasis on the question of whether or not the DABS sensor can be
expected to meet the stringent requirements necessary to perform this function.

2.

MONITORING ANO CONTROL PROCEDURE

The model employed for relating the surveil lance requirements to spacing
of parallel runways is based on the precision of ground tracking and the abil ity
to predict the aircraft’s future position through straightl ine and curved
flight paths.

The use of position and velocity estimates from the tracker

and/or the use of air-derived information make it possible to give earlier valid
warnings and/or fewer false warnings than if only position measurements
available.

are

The parallel runway and approach zone configuration is illustrated

in Figure 1, and the geometry of the monitoring and control procedure is
detailed in Figure Z.

2.1

SPACING CONFIGURATION
Figure 1 shows the three basic zones that contribute to the runway centerline

spacing.

A Normal Operating Zone (NOZ) is defined; its width must be sufficient

to allow normal flight errors expected on final approach.

These flying errors

depend on the precision of the particular ILS (or MILS) system, pilot and aircraft capabilities, wind effects, wake ‘turbulence, etc.

We do not make any
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detailed analysis of the required NOZ width but, rather, rely on past studies.
A “no trespass” Buffer Zone (BZ) separating the two parallel approach zones
is also defined; its width must assure minimum

“safe” separation in case both

aircraft are in coincidental “blunder maneuvers.
Between the NOZ and the BZ is a Recovery Zone (RZ) of width dependent on
surveil lance errors and the distance needed to recover from the worst case
blunder which we would 1ike to be correctable with a high degree of certainty.
It iS important to note that the “worst case blunder” described in the model
is not the worst possible potential condition that may occur; it is the worst,
condition that can be corrected without interfering with aircraft approaching
the adjacent runway.

The distance required for recovery is dependent upon the

maximum turn rate encountered during normal operation,

U1 , the specified

recovery turn rate, w ~, the aircraft final approach speed, V, the aircraft
roll rate, c
the heading angle, 0, with respect to the runway centerline, the
Y’
pilot reaction time T
delay, d.

P’

the surveil lance update interval , T, and data-1 ink

In addition, the recovery zone must include sufficient space to

absorb surveil lance errors which are described below.

2.2

BLUNDER DETECTION

I

An ideal parallel runway monitoring system would never give a recovery
command to an aircraft unless it were indeed going to leave the NOZ and would
give the comand

in a very timely manner so that excursions out of the NOZ

would be small .

In the design of a practical system, a threshold must be set

and a command to turn toward the extended runway centerline must be given if
this threshold is exceeded.

If the threshold is very low, there will be an

5
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excessively large number of unnecessary commands and perhaps missed approaches.

If the threshold is very high, no unnecessary commands wil 1 occur but aircraft
may frequently embark on a course that wil 1 lead to a deep excursion into the
RZ before it can recover in response to the command.

This either would require

a wide RZ and, in consequence, a wide spacing between runways or would require
an excessively large number of waveoffs to aircraft on the adjacent runway.
Unlike previous work [2] where this threshold is expressed only in terms
of estimates of the present aircraft position, our approach is to make a
decision to send a command, based upon whether or not the maximum cross-track
excursion of a specific projected aircraft fl ight path exceeds a threshold.
This approach permits the use of cross-track velocity or, equivalently,

heading

information available from the tracker.
The proposed monitoring system operates as fol lows (see Figure 2).
each surveil lance update point, the position/velocity
make a projection of the aircraft flight path.

measurements

At

are used to

In this projection, it is

assumed that the aircraft is executing a normal turn maneuver

(turn rate W1 ,

Figure 2) back toward a heading parallel to the extended runway centerl inc.
This projection is used to determine with a specified degree of certainty,
that an excursion from the NOZ is unavoidable, even if the pilot is making thei
proper standard maneuver.

The degree of certainty, or, alternately the prob-

ability of declaring an impending excursion where there is none, is determined

by the distance ml .u,, where 01 is the standard deviation of error in crosstrack position at that point where the projected flight path is parallel to the

runway centerline, and ml is the specified pro babil ity constant.

If the pro-

jected flight path remains within the ml .O1 threshold, no ATC intervention

6

is required;

if it exceeds ml .ul , a recovery command is issued.

Thus, an

unnecessary command is issued, assuming that the normal turn rate wl is not
exceeded, only if the error in prediction of the maximum cross-track position
exceeds ml .U1 .

This wil 1 be a fairly rare event; how rare depends on the

value of ml chosen.

2.3

THE RECOVERY ZONE

In order to determine the width of the RZ required to ensure that an aircraft wil 1 not (with high probability) penetrate the BZ, or adjacent approach
zone, it is necessary to analyze the situation described by the postulated
worst-case correctable maneuver.

Two cases are investigated.

The first situ-

ation assumes that if, in fact, the aircraft is not in the standard maneuver
necessary to stay within the ml .O1 control 1imit at a particular update
point (point ~

of Figure 2), it will at worst be in a standard rate turn in

the opposite direction during the update interval T.

At the next Measurement

time, the system observes the impending excursion and issues a recovery
command.

The aircraft continues turning throughout the period of the data-

1ink delay, which is a time of d seconds, that is required for the system to
generate and deliver the recovery command to the pilot.
‘P ‘

An additional dela{,

which is the pilot response time, elapses before the pilot can initiate

a recovery maneuver

(at point

@

) in response to the command.

The recovery

maneuver consists of rolling out of the normal turn toward the adjacent approach
zone and into a recovery turn at rate W2, which is greater than the normal
turn rate.

To determine the required width of the RZ, the flight path is pro-

jetted through this maneuver until parallel to the runway centerline

7

(at point

~)

as shown in Figure 2.

this maneuver is M.

The additional lateral distance necessary to execute

Since this projected flight path is also subject to the

errors of the surveil lance, we know the maximum cross-track displacement of
this maneuver only to an accuracy defined by u2, which is the standard deviation
of error in position at that point where the projected flight path is parallel
to the centerl inc.

To insure a specified probability of not penetrating the

BZ, or adjacent approach zone, we extend the RZ an additional distance of
‘2.02.
The second blunder maneuver that we consider is simply straighl ine flight
toward the adjacent appraoch zone.

One way to realize straightl ine blunders

as a worst case is to al low for a “do not turn toward the adjacent runway”
command at an earlier time when the surveil lance system concludes that the aircraft
m

be heading toward an excursion from the NOZ.

This comand

would require

a different threshold than the “do turn” command which is given when the
excursion is imminent.

The maneuver zone required to correct such a straight-

1ine blunder wil 1 be smaller than that necessary to correct a turning blunder.

In Appendix A, equations are derived for the width of the maneuver zone, M,
and the projected surveil lance errors, U1 and U2, as a function of the heading
angle, e, the aircraft velocity, V, the rol 1 rate, Cy, elements of the trackeri S
error covariance matrix, and the other parameters illustrated in Figure 2
(T,

d, Tp, o,, U2).

It is also shown that there is a critical heading, e*, for

which the required RZ width has a maximum, RZ*.

This result is useful since

it rel ieves us of the necessity of 1imiting the allowable heading.
runway centerline spacing, S, is then given by

a

The required

S = NOZ + 2RZ* + BZ

= NOZ t 2(m1 .01(@*) + M(e*) + m2. u2(e*)) + ‘z ~~~~

(1)

In an ideal case where position and velocity are known precisely at each
update point, the centerline spacing is required to be 2940 feet, correspond ng
to theturn-away

blunder

and the following parameter..values:

BZ = 500 ft, V = lBO”kno”ts, T = 1 sec Y d = O:sec, Tp=
~

= 1.5 °/se:c, ~

= 30/see; ml=

NOZ = 800 ft,

2 see, c

Y

= 100/see,

1 ..0.,
and mz = 0:: The remainder Of this rePort

describes th”e sensitivity analysis for the case. of imperfect surveillance
the use.of the system model and equationsdescribed.

2.4

with

above. ~~

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Several...
perfrmancece measures of .i.nterestmay. provide a basis fvr system

design..: These..are the probabi:l”itYthat an aircraft” requires a maneuver command,
the false alarm probability, and the probability of an unelected blunder=
probability that an aircraft requires a maneuver co~and

The

(denoted by pl ) is

the probability that at a particular update point, the true position/velocity
combination is such that the aircraft cannot stay within the NOZ by turning
at rate ~

back toward the correct headin9.

This probability depends on the’

normal flight deviations from ideal approach, as wel 1 as the width of the NOZ.
As mentioned earlier, the NOZ width must be such as to keep the probability of
excursion smal1.

The reasons are twofold.

First, the rate of ATC intervention

is significant in determining the communications load placed on the data 1ink.
And secondly, the expected rate of maneuver commands will have a direct bearing

?

on pilot acceptance of the overal 1 parallel runway system.
considerations

Both of these

require that the NOZ be large enough to keep P] smal’

The false alarm probability

(P2) is defined to be the probabil’ ty of

giving the aircraft an unnecessary comand

conditional on a command being

given; i ,e., the ratio of unnecessary commands to total commands.

This

probability depends upon normal flight deviations, surveil lance errors, and
the system parameter ml that was previously discussed.

Clearly, false alarms

need to be kept at a specified low level .
The third performance measure, the probability of an undetected blunder
(P3), is the most important of the three.

By undetected blunder, we mean

failure to detect an excursion from the NOZ until it is too late to avoid
penetration of the adjacent approach zone, even with a perfectly executed
recovery maneuver.

The result of such an occurrence is a potentially dangerous

situation and probably interference with operations in the adjacent approach zone
(such as wave-offs to properly performing aircraft).

We define P3 as the

probability of the proper recovery flight path penetrating the adjacent approach
zone, conditional on a comand

being given; i .e., the ratio of wave-offs

caused by surveil lance errors to the total number of comands.

Clearly, this
I

probability must be kept small .
The three performance measures described above can all be expressed
mathematically

in terms of both the probability distributions of aircraft flight

deviations from assigned or ideal approach paths and the surveil lance errors.
Since the flying error distribution for an aircraft approach on a MILS system
is totally unknown at this time, it does not seem reasonable to develop actual
numerical values for performance measures with a guess as to the starting

10
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I

information.

Even when a MILS system is in operation, it would probably be

more real istic to estimate the performance of the parallel approach monitoring
system with actual fl ight tests.

However, for purposes of this study we can

get a rough idea of what the expected performance of the proposed system wil”
be.

This is discussed in more detail in Appendix B.

2.5

PHASES OF APPROACH
It was noted at the outset of this project that there are two distinct

phases to final approach.

The first phase is the turn-on phase during which

the aircraft first captures the ILS and then turns to the proper approach
heading.

The second phase of approach is the flight on the ILS to touchdown.

We have developed our model to handle either phase (by excluding heading
restrictions), but the probable overshoots at turn-on may require an extra
margin of safety at that point.
Several procedures can be used to overcome this problem.

Altitude separa-

tion at turn-on can be provided by means of two different glide sploes (e.g. ,
2.5° and 3°) and staggered runway thresholds for two simultaneously approaching
aircraft.

An alternate

(or possibly complementary) method is utilization of

some type of “time to turn” information prior to actual local izer intercept ~3].
A third possibility is to eliminate or greatly reduce overshoots by implementing
curved approach paths made possible with MILS equipment.
With one or several of the above ideas assumed implemented for the turnon phase, we restrict the remainder of this study to the final approach after
local izer capture.
the established

The proposed system wil 1 al low the aircraft to fly within

NOZ without ATC intervention, but wil 1 still protect against

11
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possible blunders with no 1imitation on heading angle relative to the centerline.

Aircraft on the adjacent approach path wil 1 be interfered with (waved-

off) only when it is evident that a blundering aircraft cannot recover in time
to avoid a potential hazard.

3.

SENSITIVITY AND TRADE-OFF RESULTS

In this section, we illustrate the sens tivity of required runway spacing
to several parameters that may be controlled in a design of the parallel
approach monitoring system.

Al so, for given required runway centerl ine spacings,

we investigate the surveillance parameter trade-offs which are available.

3.1

SYSTEM PARAMETERS AND ASSUMPTIONS

In determining the sensitivity of required runway spacing to the controllable
system parameters, we assume a nominal set of parameter values.

Ea6h variable

of interest can be assigned to one of three general categories:

flight parameters,

system probabil ity parameters, and surveil lance parameters.
brief discussion of each catagory and

3.1.1

The following is a

ts associated nominal parameter value.

F1ight Parameters
These variables are characteristics of aircraft and pilot capabilities

and

n some cases may possibly be 1imited by airport approach regulations.
(1)

Approach Speed Limit (V = 180 knots) - A regulated maximum final
approach speed.

This value is meant to be an upper bound; similar

studies use 150 knots as a “typical” speed.

12
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(2)

Normal Turn Rate (~

rate

= 1 .50/see) - A regulated or suggested turn

under normal conditions.

to be an upper bound.

Again, the nominal value is meant

1961 NAFEC flight tests at Chicago [4] show

the normal turn rate to be about 0.5 °/see during final approach
after turn-on,
I

i“

(3)

Recovery

Turn Rate (U7 = 30/see) - An assumed turn rate for the

recovery maneuver.

Al though slower aircraft may achieve a faster

,

turn, the nominal value seems to be the maximum that can be expected
for the velocities under consideration and for reasonable bank
angles (with respect to passenger comfort).

(4)

A/C roll rate (c

= 100/see) - An assumed rate for rolling into a

recovery turn.

(5)

Pilot Response Time (T

= 2 see) - An assumed reaction time measured

from the time the pilot receives a warning to the time he initiates
the recovery maeuver.

This nominal value is believed to be reason-

able for such a tightly controlled and critical phase of flight as
instrument approach.

(6)

Wind - Wind effects are assumed important only in determining flying
errors and consequently the NOZ width.

i

The only two flight parameters which we have considered controllable are speed,
V, and normal turn rate, ml .

Therefore, these are the only ones investigated

in the sensitivity analysis.

The others are held fixed at their norminal

values throught the study.

3.1.2

System Probability Parameters
The fol1owi ng parameters are the components which actually comprise the

runway centerl ine spacing.

Along with the surveil lance parameters, they also

determine the performance measures discussed previously,
(1)

Normal Operating Zone (NOZ = 800 ft) - The nominal value is based
on results in [2] which indicate that 800 ft is sufficient to
real ize marginally acceptable smal 1 excursion rates for present day
flight capabilities.
with a microwave

(2)

Implementation of an 800 ft NOZ in conjunction

ILS should reduce excursion rates even lower.

8uffer Zone (BZ = 500 ft) - The nominal value is based on a number
of past studies [2].

(3)

Recovery Zone (RZ) - The width of the recovery zone depends on
surveil lance system accuracy and three additional criteria:
(a)

False alarm probability parameter (m, = 1 .0) - The nominal value
yields a probability of less than 0.1 that a given alarm is
unnecessary.

(b)

See Appendix B for this determination.

“Wave-off” or undetected blunder probability parameter

(mp = O.) -

The nominal value is used in conjunction with a 500 ft Buffer
Zone in the initial sensitivity analysis and is investigated i~
detail in Appendix B.
(c)

Maneuver Zone (M) - This depends on the previously mentioned
flight parameters and on which of the two postulated blunders
is assumed.

Since the NOZ and BZ widths are strictly additive to the required centerline
spacing and the RZ is essential ly a function of other system parameters, no
sensitivity analysis is required on these spacing parameters.
14

3.1.3

Surveil lance Parameters
These characteristics

of the approach surveil lance are the requirements

of primary interest in this study.
(1)

Update Interval (T) - Time between successive updates of surveil lance
information is a variable design parameter.

A nominal value of

1 sec is utilized in the initial sensitivity study.
(2)

Data-link Delay (d) - The time to compute and display a warning to
the pilot is also a variable design parameter initially set at a
nominal value of 1 sec.

(3)

Sensor Accuracy - The two components of measurement accuracy, range
and azimuth, are considered separately.
is 1ocated approximately

If we assume that the sensor

at the center of the airport, the range

accuracy corresponds rougly to the along-track

(x-direction in

Figure 1 ) position measurement accuracy, and the azimuth accuracy
corresponds to the cross-track
1

at a specific distance.

(y-direction) position measurement

We use a range of 10 nmi for conversion

between azimuth and cross-track position throughout the analysis.
If the maximum range coverage for parallel approach monitoring

is

R nmi , then the azimuth accuracy indicated in certain curves pre-

,

sented in this report must be multi pled by a factor of 10/R.
(a)

Sensor range accuracy - We assume a 150 ft (1 sigma) range
error.

Tracker simulation studies have shown a resultant along-

track velocity error (u*) of 6.75 ft/sec.

As this error does

not greatly affect our results, we use this value throughout
the study.

15
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(b)

Sensor azimuth accuracy - This measurement accuracy is a
variable design parameter directly affecting both cross-track
position accuracy (uy) and cross-track velocity accuracy (uj),
both of which significantly affect required runway spacing.
The tracker variances (UY)2 and (uj)2 are functions of both
sensor measurement errors and data update interval.

Appendix

C discusses the tracker model and derives the relations used
in this work.

The nominal azimuth accuracy is Oe = 0.2° which

corresponds to a cross-track position measurement accuracy of
u
(c)

m

= 213 ft at 10 nmi.

Tracker covariance elements - These are given by the product
of the component rms error values

Iayjl = Uy

.

u;

corresponding to 100% correlation as a worst case.

In actual

practice, the values wil 1 be somewhat less.

3.2

RUNWAY SPACING SENSITIVITY TO SELECTEO SYSTEM PARAMETERS
I

The sensitivity of required centerline spacing to two flight parameters
and al 1 three surveil lance parameters is shown in Figures 3 through 6.

For

each parameter, curves are shown for each of the two proposed blunder maneuvers.
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3.1.1

Effects of Flight Parameters
The two flight parameters assumed controllable are maximum A/C approach

speed V and the maximum normal turn rate y.

Figure 3 shows the relationships

between required centerline spacing and approach speed limit for the nominal
parameter values.

We observe that spacing increases dramatically with speed

for the turn blunder, while the increase is much less severe for a straight
blunder.

Note that 2500 ft spacing is not possible for the case of a turn

blunder for even small velocities with the set of nominal parameter values.

In Figure 4, spacing versus Ml, we find that spacing increases rapidly
with increased turn rate for both blunder cases.

It is evident that a re-

striction on ml is necessary to realize 2500 ft spacing in this model.

For

the remainder of the analysis, ml is fixed at the value 1.5°/see and V is
fixed at 180 knots.

3.2.2

Effects of Surveillance Parameters
The characteristics of primary importance in the design of the surveil-

lance are sensor azimuth accuracy, sensor update rate, and the data-link
delay.

Figures 5 and 6 show the sensitivity of required runway spacing to these

parameters.

The data-link delay is assumed to be equal to either 0.1 see,

,

which corresponds to a separate VHF data link or DABS data link with variable
interrogation rates, or T see, which corresponds to a DABS data link with fixed
interrogation rates.
Figure 5 demonstrates spacing as a function of cross-track sensor position
measurement error Om (equivalent to Ce at 10 nmi ran9e) for a fixed uPdate
interval of 1 sec.

We find that for each set of assumptions on data-link delay
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and type of blunder, the rate of increase in required spacing with respect to
sensor accuracy is roughly the same.

The major differences between the four

cases are the starting points for negligible sensor error.
The relations between centerline spacing and update interval for fixed
sensor accuracy (ae = 0.2°) and for several cases of data-link delay and blunder
type are shown in Figure 6.

Here, we observe quite different rates of increase

in spacing requirements with increased update interval for the four curves.
Also, in all cases the rates of increase are very steep over a relatively small
interval of update times (3 see).
The sensitivity curves in Figures 5 and 6 emphasize three major conclusions.
First, the turn-away blunder case imposes substantially greater spacing requirements than does the straight line blunder.

It appears that the extra logic and

computation required to generate “do not turn” commands, to assure straight 1ine
blunders at worst, is probably justified by the reduction in spacing requirement.

The second conclusion obtained from the curves is that the data update

interval is somewhat more important than sensor measurement accuracy, at least
for the range of values considered here.

Finally, the type of data link is

significant for update intervals greater than 0.5 sec.

3.3

SURVEILLANCE PARAMETER TRAOE-OFFS
The results of the previous sub-section indicate that the update interval

may be more important than sensor position measurement accuracy.

In this sub-

section, we investigate the trade-off available between the two parameters in
meeting requirements for supporting certain specified runway centerline spacings.

In Figure 7, the curves relating required sensor measurement accuracy to the
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data update interval for a 2500-ft runway spacing demonstrate these Surveil ante
system trade-offs for the four combinations of data-l ink delay and blunder
maneuver.

As before, we hold the other parameters to their nominal values.

It is evident that operating points on either curve for the turn-away blunder
will be difficult to realize in practice.

Therefore, we shall now restrict

our attention to straight line blunders.
The curves in Figure 7 representing the straight 1ine blunder case show
very significant trade-offs available between sensor accuracy and update rate.
We also observe a relaxation in requirements if the data-link delay is not
restricted by the data update rate.
on T for

Since data-1 ink delay would be dependent

the case of a rotating antenna, it appears that on the basis of this

model , a rotating antenna with an update interval greater than two seconds
wil 1 not support the 2500 ft spacing.

If we assume an agile beam antenna,

update intervals of one second or less may be realized.

Based on Figure 7,

this will allow 1ess stringent requirements on sensor accuracy and also possibly
better performance, especial ly with regard to wave-off rates.
For example, the previous results in Figures 3 through 7 were derived on
the basis of a 500 ft Buffer Zone but with the “wave-off” probability parameter
m2 set at zero.

Coarse performance calculations

in Appendix B indicate a

,

probability of wave-off to the adjacent aircraft of roughly 0.08 for a given
alarm, corresponding to a sensor accuracy of 0.2° and an update rate of one
second.

Possibly this is too large a probability of interfering

on the adjacent parallel runway.

with traffic

At least one study [3] suggests a probability

of penetration of the adjacent approach zone on the order of 0.001.

To realize

this value of performance, we must set the parameter m2 to a higher value but
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use the midpoint between the approach zones as the threshold boundary.

The

Buffer Zone may be ignored for the present since the performance requirement
is for the single blunder case.

Setting m2 to 3.0 wil 1 give a wave-off prob-

abil ity of 0,001 (assuming gaussian errors) for the worst case heading which
is generally between 20° and 30° for the reasonable range of parameter values.
However, as suggested in Appendix B, the probability of an aircraft having that
great a heading deviation is small , so, m2 = 3.0
strict.

is probably unnecessarily

We choose m2 = 2.5, giving a worst-case wave-off probability of 0.006

and an overal 1 value of about 0.001 (see Appendix B).
Figure 8 shows system trade-off curves of approximately

constant perform-

ance for the model described above and for several different runway centerline
spacings.

The blunder is assumed to be straight-1 ine flight and one update

interval is allowed for data-link delay.
are chosen for each curve.

Two possible system operating points

For example, for 2500-ft centerline spacing,

point (1) requires a sensor azimuth accuracy of 0.15° and three data updates
(interrogations if DABS is used) per second.

Operation at point (2) relaxes

the sensor accuracy to 0.2° but required five updates per second.

Similar

trade-offs are shown for 3000-ft and 3500-ft centerline spacings.

Upon

verification of the model assumptions

(possibly by actual flight tests), we

,

propose that Figure 8 be utilized for actual design of DABS to provide a monitoring system for supporting closely-spaced parallel approaches.
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4.

CONCLUSIONS AND ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

The results of the sensitivity and trade-off curves in Section 3 may be
appl ied to any surveil lance and communications
closely-spaced

parallel approaches.

system proposed for supporting

But since the purpose of this study is to

determine what requirement must be met in the OABS design if it is to support
these functions, we restrict our

conclusions

in which the OABS will have a role.

to the several system configurations

Also, as the stated goal of the ATCAC [1]

is 2500-ft spacing of parallel runways, we base the conclusions on this requirement.

4.1

DABS REQUIREMENTS FOR 2500-ft i SPACING
If DABS is to perform both the surveillance and communications

functions,

it is evident from Figure 8 that an agile beam antenna wil 1 be required.

The

update interval wil 1 probably have to be on the order of 1/5 to 1/3 second
(operating points (1) and (2) in FiguKe 7).

The high data refresh rates may

cause potential interference and interrogation scheduling problems which need
to be investigated.
If OABS is to perform only the communication function in the system, the
OABS sensor accuracy has ‘no bearing on the required data rate.

However, the]

type of alternative position measurements employed may place restrictions on
the DABS antenna type.

If MILS data is to be downl inked via the DABS data

1ink, an update rate on the order of one second is required (see Figure 8 for
ue = 0.050 or [3]).

S0 for this case also, DABS will require an agile beam.

For an independent, highly accurate, ground-based appraoch monitoring system [6]
the only function to be performed by DABS is upl inking maneuver commands.
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But, here also, we feel that an agile beam antenna would be required if only
to provide a reasonably accurate backup surveil lance in case of failure of the
primary system.

4.2

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
First, we caution against the use of any results presented here without

verification of the fixed assumptions

in the model .

Two critical areas are the

pilot and aircraft capabilities and the tracker model described in Appendix C.
Assumptions on the parameters in these portions of the model should be completely
verified by actual fl ight tests.

In the work presented, we have assumed that both position and velocity
estimates are derived from sophisticated smoothing of measurements
located roughly at the center of the airport.

by a sensor

Several potential methods of

improving the estimates are:
(1)

On-board turn indicator.

(2)

Ooppler velocity measurements.

(3)

Multiple sensor coverage.

Any of these COU1d relax the requirements derived in this study.

But, even

with a relaxation of required update interval to twice the requirements

in

,

Figure 7, it is evident that an agile beam antenna will still be required.
An important point which should be subject to further discussion is the
desirability of utilizing ground-based surveil lance data rather than air-derived

MILS data.

Faulty MILS equipment on the aircraft or multi path interference on

the MILS beam would cause both flying errors and surveil lance system errors
simultaneously.

We feel that the approach monitoring system should be completely

independent of the data which the pilot uses for a precision approach.
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The conclusions in Section 4.1 indicate that if the DABS sensor is to
perform any function in the parallel approach surveillance system, an agile
beam antenna will be required.

Since very fast update rates are attainable

with an agile beam antenna, a surveil lance system util izing DABS sensor
,.

measurements at a fast data refresh rate (say, several updates per second) can
provide position/velocity
a one second data rate.

estimates as accurately a,sdownl inked MILS data at
Therefore, if DABS is to perform the communication

function in the system, it probably should also provide position measurements
to ensure the independence discussed above.

1
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APPENDIX A

RECOVERY ZONE CALCULATIONS
1
The model for blunder detection and recovery is described in the text and
illustrated in Figure 2.

The Recovery Zone (RZ) is comprised of three parts;

the blunder detection error threshold, the maneuver zone, and the recovery’

I
error threshold.

In this Appendix, we derive the equations for determination

of these lateral distances based on the flight path projections for blunder
detection and recovery.

A.1

BLUNDER DETECTION
As described previously, at each data update time, we project the aircraft

flight path through a normal turn (at rate U1 ) back toward a heading paral el
to the extended runway centerl inc.

The maximum lateral pOSitiOn,

Y, , atta

ned

in this projection is given by

I
Y1 =YO+I(l-COS9)

,

(Al)

‘1

where
!

I

Y.

= initial position

V

= speed

6

= heading (relative to centerline).
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In terms of the position/velocity components in the x-y coordinate system as
estimated by the tracker, the relationship becomes

Y1 = y. +

(~2
+;2)”2
-~ ,

(A.2)

where
~ = along-track velocitY
~

= cross-track velocity

.

The tracker estimates of Yo, ~, and i, are all subject to errors due to
sensor measurement errors.

If the tracker errors are assumed gaussian, we can

approximate the error variance with

+ ~2.—sin2 9
Var(yl) = o; (e) = ‘$
y
2

+O?

(Cose

.-+2
YY W1

*:

.yi(cos;

-1)

+ 20.. (sin e)(cos e - 1)
yx
W1
And if we assume 100% correlations

2

x

‘1

+20

-1)

.

(A.3)

(see sub-section 3.1) with the signs givi~g

the largest total error variance (i .e., worst case), then

sin 8
Uy + Oy.— ~,

2
u,(e) =
(

+ ~. (1-cose)2
x
W1

.
)

(A.4)

Since y, is a non-1 inear function of the tracker estimates, the distribution
of error is not quite gaussian and will have a slight bias.

But in a study

undertaken to determine whether the distribution might be realistically
approximated by a gaussian distribution,

it was found that the bias is smal 1

and for tail probabilities up to about 3 0, the gaussian approximation
good (within 1% or 2%).

is quite

With the “false alarm” parameter ml set to yield the

desirable false alarm rate, a blunder is detected if

Y1 > YN t

m,.
u,(e)

(A.5)

,

where

YN = cross-track position of NOZ edge.

A.2

THE RECOVERY MANEUVER
The flight path projection (for a turn-away blunder) through the recovery

maneuver is drawn in detail in Figure A.1 .
point is at point ~

The decision (blunder detection)

, but to allow for the distance beyond the threshold that

the detection projection may fal 1, we include the part of the trajectory from 1
point @

to point ~

through one update interval .

Between point @

point @

the aircraft continues to turn away through the delay period.

lateral distance travel led before the pilot begins to turn back is

;(l-cos

e,)-

;(l-cose)

.
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and
The

x

Fig. A. 1. Geometry of the recovery moneuver.
I
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At point @

the aircraft begins to rol 1 (at rol 1 rate Cy) out of the

blunder turn and into the recovery turn.
point @

and point @

good approximation

have been derived and found excessively’ complex.

But a

to the actual flight path is given by straight 1ine flight

at heading el to point @
amount Ae.

The exact equations of motion between

and then an abrupt change (decrease) in heading by

The time in the straight part of the approximation

is TA, the air-

craft response time to roll out of the blunder turn into the recovery turn,
and is approximated by

V(O1 + U*)
TA-c,

g,

(A.6)

Y

where

CY=
9

A/C roll rate

= gravitational constant

The heading change A8 introduced

.

at point @

is approximated by

(A.7)

Then the lateral distance travel led through the recovery turn, point @
point @

, is $

(1

cos

to

ef) where @f = 61 - Ae.

2
The cross-track position attained at the end of the recovery maneuver,
Y2 at point @

, is given by the sum of the three elements of the flight path.

Y2=YO+;

(cose-cos

ol)t

V.

TA.

sin81t&

(l-cosef)

,
(A.8)
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where

e, =e+ml(Tp=d+~)

6f=e1

,

-A@

,

,

TA =

V(U, + M2)

Cv.9
For the case of a straight-” ine blunder, the f. ight path from point @
point @

is a straight line.

y2=yo+v.

to

The final cross-track position is given by

+d+T).Sine+~(l-

(TA+Tp

Cos

ef)

,

(A.9)

~2

where

v

m2

TA=~
1

,
Y

~

v
@f=

,[

O-

AO=

O-~

u;
.

Y

i

As in the blunder detection projection, the maximum cross-track position
in the recovery projection is subject to errors in the position/velocity
estimates.

Again, assuming gaussian tracker errors, worst case correlations,

etc. , we can approximate the error variance u; (0) of Y2.
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since> ‘n ‘he

text, u2(e) is utilized only for the straight 1ine case, we approximate the
variance for that case by

u; (e) =

2

I

Uy + Oj (T + y)

I

+ .i (1 -U;os e)

,

(A.1O)

where T = TA + Tp + d + T, and some smal 1 order terms are omitted.
The maneuver zone M in Figure 2 is given by the difference in maximum
cross-track positions attained in the two projections.

Since the positions,

Y1 and Y2, are functions of heading, M is al so a function of heading and for
the turn blunder is given by

4

M(e) =~(2cose-cosel
W1

-1)

+V.

TA.

sinel+~(l-cosef)
~2

.

(All)
For the straight blunder, the maneuver zone becomes

M(@) =V.

(TA+Tp+d+

~)” .sino+~(l-c0S8f)-&
~2

(l-

CoSe)
(A.12)

A.3

RECOVERY ZONE WIDTH
For the case of perfect surveil lance GT (e) and u2(e) are zero, and the

required recovery zone width is given by the maximum maneuver zone.

For

example, consider the turn away blunder; the maximum M(8) can be found by
setting the derivative

(w.r.t. e) equal to zero.
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.,.

..

@f=e+U1.

(Tptdt

T)-&

(U$-0~)=e+C2

.

Y

Therefore,

sin 01 = sin e cos Cl t cos 8 sin Cl

,

Cos e, = C05 g cos Cl - sin 8 sin Cl

,

sin ef = sin e cos C2 t cos e sin C2

.

Substituting and setting the derivative equal to zero gives a critical angle
at which M(e) reaches a maximum 9iven by

sin Cl
tTAcos
tan 6* =

C1t

~1
(2 -Cos
TA sin Cl

t

w,

sin C2
—
~2

c,)

-—

(A.14)

Cos C2

“
I

~2

Evaluating 9* and substituting back into Eq. (All)

gives the maximum required

maneuver zone and thus, recovery zone.
For the realistic case of imperfect surveillance, the recovery zone is
made up of the maneuver zone and error thresholds specified by the parameters
ml and m2.
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RZ = ml. ol (e*) + M(9*) + m2.02(8*)

(A.15)

For the range of parameters considered in the sens’ tivity and trade-off studies
of Section 3, the expression in (A.15) reaches a maximum value for 6* roughly
in the range between 20° and 30°.

The maximized recovery zone width is used

for determining required runway centerline spacing throughout this paper.

APPENDIX B

SOME ESTIMATES OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES

In this Appendix we obtain coarse estimates of the performance measures
discussed in Section 2.

Exact analytical derivations of these measures is not

feasible due to lack of the distribution of the flying errors for an aircraft
on final approach and also due to the introduction of the gaussian error
assumption for the projection errors as discussed in Appendix A.

But rough

estimates of the performance probabilities can be obtained by making several
simpl ifying assumptions on flight paths.

B.1

PROBABILITY OF EXCURSION FROM THE NOZ

In order to determine intervention” rates for the parallel approach
monitoring system, we would need a complete joint distribution of position/
velocity states to determine how often the blunder detection threshold would
be crossed for a fixed NOZ width.

With no data on the distribution of such i

navigation capabil ities we can instead use the estimate given in [2]: for an
NOZ of 800 ft, the probability that an aircraft leaves the NOZ is roughly 0.087.
This value is based on some actual observed flying errors, and as it is expected
that aircraft may perform somewhat better on a MILS system, we take this value
to be an estimate of the upper bound.

Therefore,

P, < 0.087

(B.1)
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B.2

PROBABILITY OF FALSE ALARM
The probability that a given alarm is unnecessary depends on the blunder

detection threshold parameter ml and also on the flying error distribution.
For the purposes of this coarse calculation, we make one simplifying assumption,
which is questionable but hopefully approximate to the real situation,

Assume

that at the time a warning is given, the pilot is equally likely to be either
“right” or “wrong.”

Then, for the straight 1ine blunder, the aircraft is

either (1) turning at 1 .50/see back toward the centerline, or (2) flying
straight at the observed heading; each state having a probability of 1/2.
Since the variable threshold for warning is set at U1 (e), one standard deviation
of the projected error for observed heading e, the probability that the alarm
is unnecessary for state (1) is obtained from tables as 0.159.

For state (2),

the warning is false with zero probability, as that flight path wil 1 carry the
aircraft out of the NOZ with certainty.

Thus, the rough approximation

to the

probability that a given alarm is false is

P2 = ~ (0.159) = 0.080

.

(B.2)

The nominal value ml = 1.0 seems reasonable.

B.3

WAVE-OFF PROBABILITY
As discussed in Section 2, a wave-off is assumed to be given to the air-

craft on the adjacent track if the blundering aircraft cannot, with a correctly
executed recovery maneuver, remain on the proper side of the midline between
the approach zones.

In this case, the cause of penetration of the adjacent
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approach zone is the surveillance system error and, the resultant maximum
cross-track displacement through the recovery maneuver.

The probability of

such an event depends on the space available for executing the recovery
maneuver and the projected error variance of the cross-track displacement of
the recovery maneuver, both of which depend on heading at the time of the
warning.
Figure B.1 shows the spacing and projections at the time of the warning
for an observed heading 8.

The recovery projection misses the adjacent

aPProach zone by the distance x(e) which acts as the recovery error threshold.
To determine the probability of crossing the midline, we measure the miss
distance in terms of number of standard deviations of error by which the
recovery maneuver misses the midl ine, x(e)/u2(e).

As mentioned in Appendix A,

there is a critical heading angle for which X(e)/02(e)

is at a minimum for any

fixed spacing.
MIDLINE BETWEEN
APPROACHZONES

]18-4-1j
691

/

I
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I
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ERRORTHRESHOLOS
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Fig. B. 1. Recovery projectionmiss distance.
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For the case in which the Parameter m2 is set at zero, the worst-caseheading miss distance is fixed at one half the width of the buffer zone.

Thus,

the buffer zone serves two functions; it acts as the worst case heading error
threshold as wel 1 as a non-penetration zone for the case of simultaneously
blundering aircraft on each track.

We wish to evaluate the probability of

crossing the midline for the single blunder case.

For the example calculation,

we use the spacing required for the straight 1ine blunder with all parameters
set at their normal values (see Figure 5 with Ue = 0.2°, for example).
The required runway centerline spacing is found to be 2480 ft, of which
840 ft is utilized for the error threshold/maneuver

zone for each track.

Using the equations of Appendix A, we determine the mean” miss distance x (0)
subject to heading angle by

X(8) = [840 - M(e) - 01(8)]

(8.3)

To determine the probability that the recovery path actually penetrates the
adjacent approach zone, convert x(e) into units of standard deviations of
error of the recovery projection and obtain the probability from tables of the
gaussian distribution.

For example, for an observed heading e = 5°, the

I

distance calculated are Ul(e = 5) = 156 ft, M(o = 5) = 137 ft, and
02(e - 5) = 252 ft.

X(e = 5,
_

Therefore,

= 2.17 standard deviations
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(8.4)

Then the probability of crossing the midline is

Pr{Z > 2.17} = 0.0150

(B.5)

,

where Z is the standard normal random variable.

As before, assume that the

probability of the aircraft actual ly being in the straight 1ine blunder when
the warning is given is 1/2.

So the probability of wave-off for observed

heading of 5° is

(B.6)

P3(e = 50) = ;(0.0150) = 0.0075

Since the above calculation depended on what heading o was observed at
the time of ATC intervention, we need to assume some pro babil ity distribution
for observed heading at the warning point.

For simplicity, assume a uniform

discrete density function

Pr(@) = ~

e = 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30°

.

(B.7)

We expect that this is a conservative assumption with the rea’ stic case bei lg
a decreasing function of 9 with very 1ittle probability for 8 > 30°.
With the above assumptions, the coarse calculations for wave-off are
summarized in Table B-1 .

Table B-1.

5°

10°

I

2.17

1.43

I

Wave-off Probability Calculations.

I

0.0150
0.0764
0.1635

0.0013
0.0064

15°

0.98

0.0136

20°

0.74

0.2296

0.0191

25°

0.67

0.2514

0.0209

30°

0.72

0.2358

0.0}96
x = 0.0809

Therefore, the very approximate probabi ity of a wave-off is P3 = 0.081, for
a 500 ft Buffer Zone with m2 = O.

If,

as discussed in Section 4, it

s desirable to realize a value of P3

on the order of 0.001, the error threshold for the recovery projection, and
consequently runway centerline spacing, must be increased.

To determine the

required spacing for this wave-off probability, we set the worst-case-heading
error threshold at x(8*) /u2(8*) = 2.5.

The required spacing was determined

to be 3960 ft for the nominal parameter values, with 1580 ft utilized for
absorbing the error in recovery projection.

Repeating the above calculations

for this spacing, we obtain a wave-off probability of 0.001.

Therefore, the

final trade-off curves in Figure 7 are developed using the value m2 = 2.5 to
real ize this smal 1 probability of interference with the adjacent approach zone
due to surveil lance errors.
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APPENDIX C

RELATIONS BETWEEN TRACKER ERRORS AND SENSOR MEASUREMENT

ERRORS

The object of this Appendix is to derive approximate analytical relationships for the tracker error variances

(for cross-track position and velocity)

in terms of the sensor’s cross-track position measurement error am and the
update interval T.

Singer’s parametric curves (Figures 3 and 4 of [5]) for

a Kalman filter tracker are utilized in conjunction with a tracker simulation.
The latter was required to determine the level of random acceleration

noise

and the value of the correlation coefficient that was needed for the Kalman
filter tracker to fol low worst-case aircraft maneuvers during an approach to
a wnway.

For various flight paths with maximum turn rates of 1 .50/see and

an update interval of 1 see, the fol lowing Kalman filter parameters resulted
in good tracking performances:

(correlation coefficient) = 0.1
(maneuver noise variance) = 2.2

~

(normalized position error) = 0.6
m

~

(normalized velocity error) = 0.22
m
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With this calibration point and with a and Oman held fixed, Figures 3 and 4
of [5] can now be used to get relations for u

Y

and 0..
Y

Since al 1 the logarithmic

curves for Oy vs. the update interval T are approximately

parallel to one

another and 1inear over the region of interest

(

T<4sec,u

02
m>50ftor~<10
u

m

-3

)

,

as shown in Figure C.1 , the following equation can be written:

.;$ 1

1=

T 3/4

(Cl)

.

[ m T=l

02
The term ~
.: ~=,

Figure C.2.

O:an
is a function of the parameter ~

in a way shown by
‘m

Since the logarithmic curve is approximately

1inear, it can be

represented by the equation:

(C.2)

By combining the above equations and using the experimentally derived value of
uman, the following equation for the cross-track position error results:

‘Y

= 1.014To3750m082

(C.3)
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Fig. C. 1. Normalized variance af positionerrorvs update interval.
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Since the logarithmic curves for u; vs. T are also 1inear and parallel to
one another, they can be treated in the same way as was done above.

The

resulting equation for the velocity error is:

(C.4)

~ = 1.32 T“.22 omo.5
‘Y
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
.’

v
‘1

‘2
CY
T

P

‘A

.

-.

Aircratt velocity
Normal turn rate
Recovery turn rate
Aircraft rol 1 rate
Pilot reaction time
Aircraft response time

NOZ

Normal operating zone

BZ

Buffer zone

RZ

Recovery zone

M

Maneuver distance

‘1
‘2

False-alarm probability parameter
Wave-off probability parameter

T

Data update interval

d

Data link delay

‘B
u

m

Sensor azimuth measurement error
Sensor position measurement error
(corresponding to u~ at fixed range)

LIST OF SYMBOLS (Continued)

‘y

’”j’ai

Tracker estimation errors in position
and velocity coordinates

‘1 ’02

Estimation errors in maximum cross-track positions
attained in the fl ight path projections

e

Heading angle relative to ~

‘1
‘2
‘3

Probability of ATC intervention
False alarm probability
Undetected b]under (wave-off) probabi 1ity
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